

	Text1: Graduating in New South Wales Denise Ogilvie began her career there prior to settling in South Australia. Denise became involved in the branch as a committee member as well as Branch Treasurer. Denise has always been keen to be involved and is described by colleagues as a ‘doer’ and ‘go to’ person for ideas and motivation in all aspects of the profession. Denise’s commitment to her profession is clearly demonstrated by her involvement in ASMIRT and its predecessor the AIR. Denise has been involved in the organising committees for the Adelaide conferences as well as organising education weekends and day events during her time on the SA branch committee. Denise was elected to the Board  of Directors of ASMIRT in 2016.In 2006 Denise joined the University of South Australia in a full-time capacity having previously been involved in a casual capacity. This brought together two of Denise’s passions, her profession and the education of future professionals, the students of the Medical Radiation Science program. Denise was not content to just be involved with the students in the capacity of educator however as she realised that there was an untapped potential in involving students as a subcommittee of the South Australian Branch Committee. With the assistance of one of her colleagues, Eileen Giles, they developed the student subcommittee that continues to this day and is growing and developing within South Australia. It is hard to remember exactly which came first, whether it was the student subcommittee or the student conference as a event within the annual conference of ASMIRT but Denise was instrumental in developing the first student conference at the 2011 Adelaide Conference of the then Australian Institute of Radiography. This is now a well-established part of the annual conference and is well attended by students and radiographers and radiation therapists from around Australia and, at the most recent Adelaide Scientific Meeting from the Asia Pacific Region. In her role within the university Denise strove to strengthen the link between industry partners and the university through the development of clinical supervisor education events and meetings as well as further developing the Rural and Remote Operators Course to assist regional operators from areas within South Australia that were not serviced by radiographers. During her time within the university sector Denise’s passion for teaching was recognised by the University of South Australia through a citation for teaching excellence award which was testament to her striving to continually improve her teaching and the student experience.Denise moved back into the clinical environment in a full-time capacity in 2018. During her time at the university Denise worked part-time in the clinical environment maintaining not only her clinical skills but also ensuring her teaching was up to date with the constantly changing clinical environment. Denise’s involvement in the South Australian branch continues today in her role as a committee member and she is still the ‘go to’ person as evidenced by her involvement in the organising committee of the most recent Adelaide Conference in 2019. It is hard to capture in words the impact that Denise has had on the radiographic profession within South Australia and beyond during her time as a clinician, educator and her involvement within the AIR and ASMIRT however this proposal has tried to highlight some of her key contributions that make her a worthy recipient of the Nicholas Outterside medal for both her contribution to the Society and its members and to the training and education of student radiographers over many years.It is with great pleasure that the South Australian Branch of the Australian Society of Medical Imaging and Radiation Therapy propose Denise Ogilvie for the Nicholas Outterside Medallion.


